November 2021

AIPM Onsite Health Guidelines – Covid-19
The AIPM has enhanced our onsite health guidelines in response to the current coronavirus pandemic.
Below outlines the precautions the AIPM is taking during this time.

Vaccination Status:
To ensure the safety of all persons on site, including staff and guests, you must be “fully vaccinated” (ie double
vaccinated with boosters as required) with a TGA approved vaccine prior to attending the site. Any person who is not
fully vaccinated may be eligible to apply for an exemption through the Australian Federal Police, noting this process can
take up to 28 days.

Social Distancing
Social distancing is required to be maintained by all staff, guests and other visitors to the site in accordance with
current and future government directives. Currently this is maintaining a 1.5m distance from others and ensuring
appropriate working space is available for each person.
Room usage
All AIPM rooms are signposted indicating the maximum number of people per room. Participant and facilitator numbers
on any program (internal or external) will not exceed this recommended capacity. Our Waratah room has the largest
capacity.
As Commonwealth and New South Wales government restrictions and recommendations are amended, our room
“Recommended Capacity” numbers may be adjusted as appropriate.

Managing Sickness and Illness
Staff, guests and other visitors cannot attend the site if they are mildly or even slightly ill.
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Personal Hygiene and Protection
Staff, guests and other visitors should maintain appropriate personal hygiene practices and protect themselves in
accordance with government advice. This includes:
• Don’t shake hands to greet others
• Promote good hand, sneeze and cough hygiene
• Wash or sanitise your hands before and after using common areas (such as the dining room or bathrooms). Sanitiser
is provided at regular locations throughout the AIPM.

Cleaning
The AIPM has increased regular cleaning throughout the day, including increased cleaning of commonly touched
surfaces in shared areas (such as door handles and light switches).

Limitations to Access
Distinct and separate areas for program participants/event guests and AIPM staff have been established. These signs
have been placed on doors to available rooms on site.
Staff and guests are reminded to use common sense, exercise a high degree of caution and hygiene, and preferably
only use the area with people from the same group (ie internal AIPM or external guest – not a mix of both at the same
time). These rooms will be appropriately signposted (e.g. McCaffrey room and AFP Computer room) as “shared” spaces.

Meal Service
In accordance with industry standards and restrictions, in addition to all health requirements, the AIPM has moved to
individual portion servings and does not serve buffet style meals. All meals are plated in the kitchen or are presented
by qualified chefs directly to participants if required (ie a carvery style meal can be facilitated however is not self
service).

Quarantine Facilities Onsite
In the event of a person becoming ill onsite who cannot return to their own home or hospital if required, quarantined
accommodation facilities are available in the AIPM Cottages which can be self contained and/or meals can be delivered.

Open Spaces
The AIPM is set in beautiful grounds next to Sydney Harbour within the North Head National Park. We have built
numerous informal outdoor learning spaces to enhance our programs and the enjoyment of our participants. We
encourage program directors to utilise our open spaces to enhance safety and enjoyment whilst at the AIPM.
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